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Enhancing the human-machine interaction by adding emotions to the machine’s way
of expression, is one of the main topics of current research. This would improve the
interaction relying on the assumption that more human-like the machine behavior is,
more comfortable the interaction with it will be. This project proposes to create an
environment aware emotional avatar. This avatar will be placed in an experimental
framework which is described as follows: Participants will be interacting with each
other in a limited room, in which the avatar will be present as a reactive spectator. The
avatar should be able to recognize when different scenario events (specified scenarios
described later) occur and react in an affective way with respect to each occurrence.
It will react through different affective expressions and speech sentences. The impact
that, adding an emotional aspect to the machine’s expression, can have on the degree
of interest of the participants towards the machine, will be studied. The project can
be divided into separated blocs as shows in fig.1 .

Environment features analysis
The experiment will take place in a delimited room. The room will be under a 3D analysis.
Attention (object, gesture, posture and sound -oriented) algorithms will be used to detect the
most salient areas and extract features from them. The features will be analyzed and classified
using machine learning techniques to either one of the different scenarios defined (see section below)
or to a “nothing happening” state. Work package 1 will focus on that system of attention and
will deliver exploitable features while work package 2 will contain the creation of a suitable
machine learning system capable of classifying with good enough precision the scenarios/state.
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Figure 1: Pipeline of temporary general of the project

Scenarios
In the framework of studying the avatar’s reactions’ impacts on the participants interests, several
scenarios will be put in place. They are described as follows:
1. Welcoming a new participant coming in the room.
2. Expressing fear when sudden high enough sound occurs (e.g. balloon popping).
3. Mimicking ”contagious” affect bursts (e.g. laughter or fear shouts).
4. Laugh and stare at a detected person appearing in a back door of the room and not noticed
by the participants (this participant is referred to as “clown” in the diagram).
The most relevant scenario will be chosen directly from the decision made by the analysis
part.There will also be a possibility to trigger some reactions using a wizard of Oz system.

Avatar reaction
The avatar will react according to the scenario/state detected. Its response will be a combination
of facial and vocal affect bursts expression. We expect the participants to also have a reaction
which will trigger another reaction from the avatar, thus ending up with a few succession of reactive
interactions between the avatar and the participants.

Reactions
As mentioned previously, affect bursts will be displayed along with speech sentences by the avatar.
They will be expressed as multimodal (vocal and corresponding facial expressions) affect bursts.
The avatar’s eyes direction will also be a type of reaction. The eyes will be oriented either
towards the participants or in another direction. This will allow help to study the influence the
avatar’s reactions have on the participants interest and curiosity.Work package 3 will take care
of choosing the right reaction to synthesize and to create a wizard of Oz system in parallel of the
automatic one.
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Synthesized reaction
A pre-recorded multimodal database will be used to synthesize the required reactions.The database
contains different multimodal affect bursts: vocal affect burst recorded and their corresponding
facial sensor coordinates. It also contains vocal speech recordings along with their corresponding
facial sensor coordinates. The facial and vocal reactions will be synthesized either from HMM
models created from the database or by extracting the desired sounds directly from the database.
In both cases, the vocal synthesis will be synchronized with the facial expression one. Work
package 4 will focus on the synthesizer part, i.e. creating the HMM models, and make sure that
the synthesis (of both vocal and facial expression parameters) are generated in real in time. Work
package 5 will deliver the avatar needed for the experiment, making sure that it can be driven
in real-time by the parameters generated.

Attention based Smart Room
A network of RGBD sensors will be used to create a 3D environment. From this large stream
of 3D data, a multimodal analysis will be performed on images and pointclouds information to
retrieve cues on users’ attention, involvement, interest,etc. A rarity based computational attention
mechanism specially developed for treating 3D data will be used as the core element of our smart
room.
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